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We prove a new stability property of the classical Hermite interpolation scheme 
in one variable. This stability property refines the usual convergence property of 
this interpolation scheme. Consequently, we obtain a natural proof of a Whitney 
extension theorem in one variable. tc 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Whitney has proved an extension theorem in Rd which deals with 
Hermite interpolation ( [7, 81, see also [ 3, 11) and an extension theorem in 
[w which deals with Lagrange interpolation ([6], see also [2,4]). We are 
interested here with the former. We shall refer to it as the Whitney-Hermite 
extension theorem. 
First recall the Whitney-Hermite theorem for d= 1. For m a positive 
integer we note R,[x] the space of polynomials of degree at most m and 
real coefficients. 
Given an open non-empty interval C of R and f~ %?“(C, R), we naturally 
associate the field Tf: C + R, [x] 
a + (TOa (xl with f, 
where (Tf), (x) := C;=, ((x - a)“/k! )f’“)(a) is the m-Taylor expansion 
offin a. 
Let then K be a non-empty compact subset of C and let 
T: K-+ R,[x] 
a--f T,(x) 
be a field of polynomials of degree at most m defined on K. The 
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Whitney-Hermite extension theorem in one variable states that there is 
,f~ ‘Sm(C) such that Tf and T coincide in restriction to K if and only if a 
modulus of continuity w exists such that 
Vk = 0, ,.., HI, Va, b E K. 
IT!:‘(a)- T:)(a)1 < lb-al”‘P” w(jb-al). 
When K= X is finite, the Whitney-Hermite extension problem reduces 
clearly to a Hermite interpolation problem (the hypothesis on w is, in this 
case, useless). This problem is solved by (among many others) the classical 
Hermite interpolant denoted H, that we briefly describe below. 
For X= {x0. . . . . I, >, ,x0 < X, < . . . < x,,, H, is defined by 
HAY) = T&) if x6x, 
= T.rn(-v) if .Y B s, 
= the unique polynomial of degree at most 2m + 1 whose 
m-Taylor expansion at xi (resp. xi+ L) coincides with T,, 
(rev. L,+,) 
if si<.Y<.Yi+,, i = 0, . ..) n - 1. 
In the general case (K compact infinite) we prove in this article the 
uniform continuity of the map H: X -+ H, defined on the set S(K) of the 
finite non-empty subsets of K. 
We will then apply the classical extension theorem which allows us to 
extend to the whole space (for us the compact metric space X’(K) of the 
non-empty compact subsets of K) a uniformly continuous function (for us 
X+ H,) on a dense subset of this whole space (for us 9(K)) and then to 
give sense to H, which solves the Whitney-Hermite extension problem in 
one variable. 
Thus, the above classical extension theorem extends the Hermite inter- 
polation scheme (valid for finite sets) to an extension scheme (valid for 
general compact sets) which has the same property of uniform continuity. 
Our result strengthens, from this point of view, the Whitney-Hermite 
extension theorem in one variable. Moreover, it will be shown that the 
well-known minimisation property of the classical Hermite interpolant H, 
extends to H,. 
From a numerical point of view, the uniform continuity of X-+ H, must 
be viewed as a stability result: if we alter the set X of the abscissas of 
interpolation to X* close to X (according to Hausdorff distance) X and X* 
both subsets of K, H, is altered to H,. close to H, in the appropriate 
metric space. Our result is thus, in the case of the classical Hermite 
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interpolation, a proof of a very natural stability property which we can 
expect from an interpolation scheme. 
The notion of stability we study here should not be confused with the 
usual notion (where, for a fixed set of abscissas, we alter the values of the 
Taylor polynomials at points of A’). It can be viewed as a generalisation of 
the classical notion of convergence of an interpolation scheme: the bounds 
of stability that we establish in this article contain, as particular cases, the 
usual bounds of convergence of the classical Hermite interpolation scheme. 
It must be noted that it is easy to define H, without using the technique 
of this article: since R - K has the remarkable property of being a dis- 
jointed union of non-empty open intervals ]a, b[ with a < b, a, b E K (and 
] - co, min K[, ]max K, + 1% [), we can define H, in restriction to each of 
these ]a, b[ as the unique polynomial of degree at most 2m + 1 whose 
m-Taylor expansion in a (resp. 6) coincides with T, (resp. Tb). But, in this 
case, the smoothness of H, still has to be proved. Constructive proofs 
(that is, involving explicit bounds in terms of the data o) can be found in 
[2] (in the slightly different context of the Whitney-Lagrange problem 
and with perfect splines instead of classical Hermite splines as basic 
interpolants). 
These kinds of definitions and proofs make extensive use of the above 
remarkable structure of the compacts of R: they seem unable to be 
extended to I@ for d> 1. On the contrary, the technique we use in this 
article extends naturally to KY’ for d> 1. Let us, indeed, assume the 
existence of a field T 
of polynomials of total degree at most m defined on a compact K of R” and 
satisfying the Whitney hypothesis. The knowledge of a uniformly stable 
interpolation scheme X-+ I, will immediately give a new proof of the 
Whitney-Hermite theorem in Rd. It must be noted that all known proofs 
of the Whitney-Hermite extension theorem in many variables produce 
extension schemes which are not uniformly stable in the above sense. 
2. PRECISE STATEMENTS AND PROOFS 
For A, B relatively compact non-empty subsets of R, we denote by 
&A, B) the classical Hausdorff distance between A and B: 
60, B):= sup (4x, B),dM ,,)), 
.Y E A. .I’ E B 
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where 
d(x, B) :=f;fa Iy-xl, d(A, J) := inf Iy-xl. 
‘i E A 
THEOREM. Let K be a non-empty compact subset of R, T a field (defined 
on K) of real polynomials of degree at most m and o a modulus of continuit!,. 
Assume the Whitney-Hermite hypothesis 
‘dk = 0, . . . . m Vu, b E K, 1 Ttk’(a) - T’k’(a)( < 16 -al ~ b ’ “-%o(lb-al). 
Then the previously described classical Hermite interpolation scheme L + H, 
defined on F(K) has a unique extension (still denoted L + HL) defined on 
X(K) lcith the following properties 
(i) VL E X(K), H, E V’( R). 
(ii) QL E X(K), TH, and T coincide on L. 
(iii) There are numerical constants cp(m, k) depending only on m and 
k such that 
VL,, L,EX(K), Qk = 0, . . . . m 
sup I Hck’( Y) - H”‘( u)l LI ’ Lz . .v E c 
< cp(m, k) sup(d”-” (L,, Cl, ~“-YLz, C))Q44L,, JL)), 
luhere C denotes any bounded open interval containing K. 
COROLLARY. Let [a, b] be a closed interval of R, fgGP’( [a, b]), o the 
modulus of continuity off (m’ XE 5( [a, b] ), H, the classical Hermite , 
interpolant which interpolates the field Tf on X. 
Then, setting h := 6(X, [a, b]), we hate 
sup IHg’(x) -f (k)(x)l Q cp(m, k)h”‘-kw(h), k = 0, . . . . m, 
.re [a, b] 
where cp(m, k) is the constant occurring in the conclusion of the theorem. 
Proof of the Corollary,. It is clear, from the Taylor formula, that (Tf, w) 
satisfies the Whitney-Hermite hypothesis. Thus, we can apply the stability 
property (iii) of the theorem with K= [a, b], T= Th L, =X, L,= K, 
C=]a-E, b+E[, where O<&<d(X, K). 
The result follows since lim, -0 6(X, C) = 6(X, K) = h. 
This corollary means that the stability property of the theorem refines 
the usual convergence property of the classical Hermite interpolation 
scheme. 
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We now turn to the proof of the theorem. 
Let T,(.\r)=~:;=,1’1((.u-a)‘/l!) and, for OGkdm, let T,,,(x) be the 
truncation of T,,. 
(x - a)’ 
T,,,(x) := 5 y; I!. 
/=n 
For a, b E K, let H,, h= Hi,, b:. 
We divide the proof into 5 lemmas. Lemma 1 gives an explicit form 
Of Ha,, in terms of Ta,k, Th,kr k = 0, . . . . nz. Lemma 2 gives bounds for 
IH;“#,-y;I (cEK, a< c < b) in terms of o (and of the Whitney 
differences). Lemma 5 gives the key stability property of the theorem. 
We shall assume from now on that the modulus of continuity o has the 
following extra-property (P): 
(P) the function h + o(h)/h is decreasing. 
There is no loss of generality because it is known that for any modulus 
of continuity q, there is a modulus of continuity w such that: 
(1”) w,Qw62w, 
(2’) w is concave (and thus h + w(h)/h is decreasing). 
LEMMA 1. Let a, b E 178, a < 6, and T,, T, E R,,[.u]. 
Then, we have the following explicit formula 
ProoJ: The polynomial which appears in the right-hand side of the 
expression is of degree at most 2n1+ 1. 
The polynomial 
satisfies ghk’(b) = 0 for k = 0, . . . . m. 
Likewise, 
satisfies gbkJ(a) = 0 for k = 0, . . . . m. 
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It is then sufficient o check that g?‘(a) =yt and gbk’(6) =vk, k = 0, . . . . m. 
By linearity, it is sufficient to check that for T,(x) = (x- a)‘/i! and 
Tb(X)=(X-b)‘/i!, i=o, . ..) m, the associated polynomials denoted by g,, , 
) =sl(lW) = 6i.k (k = 0, . . . . m). 
and g,, i satisfy 
We have 
and 
gb,i(x)=(x;b’ i ~~~(~~yzJ’(T2)m+1. 
Clearly 
gtk!(a) =gai(b) = 0 a. I for kci 
and 
g(‘).(a) =g(‘).(b) = 1. 4 I b. I
For k > i, using the Leibniz differentiation formula, we have, with 
N:=k-i, 
Now, for m > N, by development of (1 - t)N and differentiation, we have 
Since (1 - t) is a factor of the left hand side, it follows that 
o= i (-1)’ “: /;$)&. 
/=O 0 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 1. 
In order to prove Lemmas 2, 3, 4, and 5 we systematically highlight 
Whitney differences and Hausdorff distance. 
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LEMMA 2. Let a, c, b E K, a < c < b, a c 6, and assume the conditions of 
the theorem. Let 6,, h(~) := inf(c - a, b-c). 
Then there are numerical constants Il/(m, k) (k = 0. . . . . m) depending only 
on m and k such that 
IHi:i,(c) -J’:I 6 $(m, k)6z;“(c)o(b,.,(c)), k = 0, . . . . m. 
Proof: The polynomial T,. induces the constant field (equal to To that 
we denote by U. By the unicity of the classical Hermite interpolant, this 
polynomial coincides with the Hermite interpolant which interpolates U, in 
a and U, in 6. 
Thus, from Lemma 1 
Therefore, by difference 
where 
W a. c. kb) := Ta,&) - c’,. k(-Y) 
k = OI ,.., m. 
W h. c. k(S) := Tb. k(X) - Uh,kb) 
From the Leibniz differentiation formula we obtain 
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Now 
k-l 
w;‘,,,(c)= TZQc)- Uhf\(c)= c (,,f’- Ty+“(u))kg for k>l 
i=O 
=o for k ~1. 
Since ~7;‘~ Ty+‘) (a), we see Whitney differences T:‘(a) - Tj!)(a) appear. 
Thus, using the hypothesis, we have 
Iw~!‘c,k(c)I <E(k-I)(c-a)“‘-‘w(c-a), (2.1) 
where 
1 
E(k-i):= I+;+ ... +p 
(k-l)! 
for k>I 
.- .- 0 for k<l. 
In the same way 
1 wbf’c. k (c)l < E(k - I)(6 - c)” -‘o(b - c). 
Now, from (2.1) and (2.2) 
Assume 6, b(~) = c - a (i.e., b -a < b - c). 
Setting 1:=(x-u))l(b-a) and u:=(c-a))l(b-a) we have 
Thus we can factorize directly (c - ~7)~ PI o(c - a) in each term of the first 
double summation of the previous inequality. We can also factorize this 
quantity in each term of the second as follows. We can write 
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From the property (P) of w, we have 
c-a 
-cD(b-c)<w 
(c-a)(b-c) 
b-a I b-a ’ 
Since (c-a)(b-c)/(b-a)<c-a and o increases, we have ((c-a)/ 
(b-a))w(b-c)<o(c-a). Thus the factor (c-a)‘+‘o(c-a) appears as 
required. 
Finally we have 
where 
+ 
(1-t)“‘-4. 
t nz-I+1 (t 
~+‘(l~r)~)l’-“’ . 
I) 
The case 6, b(~) = b - c is similar and leads to the same bound. 
Remark. $(m,l) is finite because ((l-r)m~4/,,‘~‘+‘)(rm+‘(l-,)k)(‘-y’ 
is, as we see by development, a polynomial. 
LEMMA 3. Let a, b E K, a < b, and assume the conditions of the theorem, 
Then a numerical constant x(m) exists depending only on m such that 
Proof. Let f(x) := H,.,(S) - T,(x). Since Trr~ rW,[x] we have 
T.y+ ‘) = 0. It follows that f”” + ” = Hiyh’ ‘I. Thus it is sufficient o estimate , 
If ““+ “(x)1. We have 
f’“‘(a) = 0 
f'"'(b) =y; - T:“(b) = T;“(b) - T;“(b) k = 0, . . . . m. 
Therefore, using the hypothesis, If’“‘(b)\ d (b - a)‘“pkw(b - a). 
Now f is a polynomial of degree at most 2m + 1 and induces an 
m-Taylorian field F with F, = 0 and Fb = Th - T,. 
Thus, by the unicity of the Hermite interpolant and Lemma 1 we have 
t(~)=(~)‘““~~(mm+k)(~)*F~,nl-i(,~), a d I d 6. 
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From the Taylor formula and the Leibniz differentiation formula 
(m + 1 )! x-(-l)‘+4 (x-a)4 (,-x)x-+‘-, 
i! (6-a) m+l+k 
-f"'(b). 
Therefore 
IHgy “(x)1 = If@+ “(X)1 <x(m) = for a G x < 6, 
where 
LEMMA 4. Let a, 6, c, d E K, a d c < d < b, and assume the conditions 
of the theorem. Let A’:= (c, d} and Z := {a, 6, c, d}. (We notice that 
6(X Z) = SUP(~, b(c), 6,. b(d)).) 
Then numerical constants p(m, k) (k=O, . . . . m) depending only on m and 
k exist such that 
SUP IHLfL(x) - Hotel < p(m, k)(b- a)‘“-ko(G(X, Z)). 
C<.Y<d 
ProoJ We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. d-c 2 6(X. Z). Set 
A,:,(x) := 1 k y (H2Jc) -g!) 
y=o 
and 
k (x-d)Y 
A,&) := 1 ___ 4, W;b(d)-.G). 
q=o . 
Now Ha, b - H,, d is, in restriction to [c, d], a polynomial of degree at most 
2m + 1. Thus, from the unicity of the Hermite interpolant once again and 
Lemma 1, we have, for x E [c, d] 
&to:71 3-7 
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Now we use Lemma 2 to bound Id,,k(.lc)l and Id,,(x)( for XE [c, n]. 
Id,.k(*~)l 6 i $b% 4) ---&- 
(.Y--C)“g,ne 
&b y(c)4~,.,(c)h 
l/=0 
Since, in this case, 6,. h(c) < d - c, we have 
Id,.kL~)l 64m k)(d- c)“‘w(~,.,(c)), 
where e(m, k) := Ci=, (+(m, q)/q! 1. 
A similar bound holds for Idri,k(~x)I. 
Now, applying Lemma 1 to any constant function, we have 
(~)““‘~o(“~“)(~)k+(~~+‘~o(“~“)(~)*= 1. 
Therefore 
sup I~,.b(~~)-~,.,d(-~)l~e(nz,m)Id-cl”o(6(X,Z)). 
CG.YSd 
We finish this first case by applying the Markov inequality for polynomials 
G2k[(2m+ 1)(2m)...(2m-k+2)]’ 
(d-c)k 
sup iH,, &I - H,., A-y)1 
‘ < I < d 
<s(m, k)(d-c)“+“o(6(X, Z)), 
where s(m,k):=2k[(2m+1)(2m)~~~(2m-k+2)]~e(m,m). Since d-c$ 
b-a, the first case is done. 
Case 2. d - c 6 6(X, Z). For s E [c, d] we have 
lH~b’c.K,- Hjl’j(?c)l d IHf$(.x, - H~&,l + lH;y;(c)- Hj’;‘(c)l 
+ IHy:(c)- H;r”,‘(?r)l. 
From Lemma 2 we know that IHL$(c)- Hl.TJ(c)l < $(m, m)o(h,,,(c)). 
Using H~.;~(.x)-HlyJ(c)=j;‘H,.., “’ + “(t ) dr and Lemma 3 we obtain 
IH).~J(x)- HiyJ(c)l <X(m)w(d-c). 
From Hbyj(x) - H::;(c) = j;’ H$+ I) (t) dt and Lemma 3 again, we obtain 
d-c 
I H:;(x) - Hlyj(c)l d x(m) - 
b-a 
w(b -a). 
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From the property (P) of o, we have 
Since d-c<&& 2) in this second case, we obtain SI.IP~~,~~ /H:‘“,(x)- 
H~.~J(x)l < r(m, m)o(G(X, Z)), where r(m, m) :=2x(m) + ll/(m, m). Now we 
have 
Thus, by successive integrations and from Lemma 2, we obtain 
where r(m, k) := r(m, k + 1) + $(m, k), k = 0, . . . . m - 1. 
Now set p(m, k) := sup(s(m, k), r(m, k)) to finish the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Assuming the conditions of’ the theorem, numerical constants 
q(m, k) depending onI]> on m and k (k = 0, . . . . m) exist such that: 
l For any bounded open interval C containing K 
l For any X, ZEN 
l For any k = 0, . . . . m 
sup @‘(x) - H$‘(.u)l 
.Y E c 
< cp(m, k) sup(~V”-~ (X, C), Ppk(Z, C)) 0(6(X, Z)). 
ProoJ Since 6(X, Z) = sup(G(X, Xu Z), 6(Z, Xu Z)) and o increases, 
it is sufficient to consider the case XC Z and to prove that 
sup IH$‘(x) - H$‘(x)l 
XE c 
Q $dm, k) .6 “-k(X, C) w(6(X, Z)). k = 0, . . . . m. 
Let X := {x, : i = 0, . . . . iv}, X”<X, < ‘.. <x;< ... <.K‘,,. 
Case 1. XE [xi, xi+,] for an iE 10, I, . . . . N- 13. If [xi, xi+,] nZ= 
(xi, xi+ ,}, then, by definition, we have H,= H, restricted to [xi, xi+ ,I. 
Otherwise denote by zo, z,, . . . . z( the points of Zn [xi, xi+ l]. x belongs 
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to [z,, Zi+, ] for a j E (0, . . . . I- 1 i. Now applying Lemma 4 with a =x,, 
h=s,+,, c = zi, c!= zi+, , we obtain 
IH’[‘(s) - H$‘(x)l dp(m, k) /Xi+ 1 -.Yyil”‘-k 
XW(S(:.YI,.Y,+lli.(.~,,Pi,=,+l,?(i+l:)). 
Since S({.Y~,.Y,+,), (s,,~,,z,+,,.Y,+,J) < ci(X,Z) and IX,+, -x,J 6 
26(X, C), we obtain in this case the desired bound with 
4 cp,(m, k) := 2”‘-.kp(m, k). 
Case 2. x is, or x >, -Y,%,. These subcases are similar. Thus, without 
loss of generality, we suppose .Y ,< x,,. Set C := ]c,, c,[. We have only to 
consider the situation 
Zn ]c,, so] = 1-0, . ..) z, 1 with I> 0 and z,= x0. 
If SE [q, r,,,] we have, by definition of the Hermite interpolant in this 
case, Hx= T, restricted to ] - TJ, x,], therefore, to [I=,, zi+ ,I. Thus 
Hi?+ ‘) = 0 in this interval and from Lemma 3 
By integration we have 
(H!J”(.u) - H’,““(x)! < IH:““(=J- Hjc”(q)l 
+ [-‘(H?+“(t)- H!,“+“(t)) dt 
._ -I 
Since H’,“‘(,) - Hi”‘(:,) = Ty’(:, ) - ry;‘(:j), we recognize a Whitney 
difference. Since (x - zjl < II, + ; - :, I d 6(X, Z), it follows that 
IH$%) - H’J”(.u)J < ;pz(m, m)w(G(X, Z)), 
where q2(m, m) := 2( 1 + X(m)). 
As in the end of Lemma 4, we have 
H?‘(x)-H’$(x)=j’(H$+“(t)-HF+“(t))dt 
=z 
+ H’$(z, ) - H’,k’(z,), k = 0, . . . . m - 1, 
Again H$‘(;,) - Hjuk’(z,) is a Whitney difference. 
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Thus, from the hypothesis and Ix,, - z, I < (x0 - co1 6 6(X, C), we obtain 
by successive integrations 
where cp?(m,k):=cp,(m,k+1)+2=cpz(m,m)+2(m-k), k=O,...,m-1. 
The case x E ]c,, +] IS similar and leads to the same bounds. We finish the 
proof of the lemma by setting ~(m, k) := sup(cp,(m. k), cp>(fn, k)). 
Proof of the Theorem. It is known that (X(K), 6) (6 = Hausdorff 
distance) is a compact complete metric space and that 9(K) is dense in 
s(K). We shall make use of the following version of this last property: the 
subset of 9(K) whose elements contain a selected point X~E K is dense in 
the subset of x(K) whose elements contain x0. 
Now let C be a given bounded open interval containing K. Denote its 
length by /(C). For f~ ‘V”(C) define 
I/j-II,,. c := sup ( 1.f’“‘(.Y)l,/k =0, . ..) 112, ?c E C) 
and 
E(m, C) := {fE V’(C)/llfll,,, c < + cr ). 
Clearly (E(m, C), 11 (Inl, c) is a Banach Space. Now let X and Z belong to 
p(K). Remarking that 6(X, C) ,< 1(C) we have by Lemma 5 
where ph f(C)) :=suP~=~....., cph k)(4C)Yk. 
Thus the map X+ H, is uniformly continuous from (9(K), 6) to 
(E(m, C), 11 Ijrn, c), with modulus of (uniform) continuity o. =p(m, I(C))w. 
It follows that this map extends to a unique uniformly continuous map 
denoted fc (apparently this map depends on C) defined on the whole space 
X(K) with the same modulus of continuity. Now, if C, c C2 are two 
bounded intervals containing K, and L is a non-empty compact subset of 
K, it is clear that fc,(L) andfC2(L) coincide on C,. This allows us to define 
H, =f,(L) as the unique function whose restriction to any bounded open 
interval C containing K is fc( L). 
The required properties must now be checked. 
Property (i) follows from the fact that (E(m, C), I/ II,,z.c) is a Banach 
space. Property (iii) for elements of F(K) is exactly Lemma 5. It follows 
for elements of d’-(K) by density of R(K) in x(K). 
In order to check property (ii), let L E .X(K) and x0 E L. As mentioned 
above, we can choose a sequence (X,) such that X,, E F(K), x0 E X, 
lim 6(.~,z, L) = 0. 
,I -.z? 
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Since x,, E X,, the m-Taylorian field of H, coincides with T at x,,. From 
the continuity of map H, the same holds for H,. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. H, defined by the theorem coincides with the one described in 
the Introduction. To see this, let a, h E K, a < h, ]a, b[ n K= 0, and let 
Wn),,, N be an increasing sequence with X0 = {a, b}, X,, c K, and 
lim ,,+ x &J’,r,,, K)=O. 
By construction each H,;,, and therefore H,, coincides with H,,b on 
[a, bl. 
We close this paper by establishing the previously announced minimisa- 
tion property of H,. Let 
DP ‘nl+“= j.f’EY’(R) :f”“-“&p([W)}. 
Forf~DP(“‘+“let IfI :=(lR (f “x+ “(x))’ d,u)’ ‘. (Y’(R) is the well-known 
space of Schwartz tempered istributions.) 
By the Kryloff imbedding theorem [ 5, p. 1811, we have D --(“+ ’ ) c 
V’(R). Thus any f~ D ‘“’ + ‘) induces an nz-Taylorian field Tf: We remark 
that the Hermite interpolants H,y, where X is finite, are in D-““+I’. 
It is known and easy to show by integration by parts that these inter- 
polants H, have the following minimisation property: For g E DP”‘I+ ” 
with Tg and T coinciding on X, we have the key formula 
lg12= IHJ’+ (g- H,-I’. (2.3) 
From (2.3) it is clear that if SUP~~,~(~, /H.,I = +,x, then there is no 
fED-@+” such that Tf extends T. 
In the other case we have the following minimisation property of H,: 
PROPOSITION. Assume the conditions of the theorem and supXE ,P,K, 1 HJ 
< +ccj. Then H, defined previously is in D-““+” and for any fE D-lm+” 
with Tf extending T we have (H,I < I.fl. 
Proof. Let (Xn),rsN be an increasing sequence of elements of 9( K) with 
lim, _ .= 6(X,,, K) = 0. Applying (2.3) with HxP and H,;, p < q, we see that 
the sequence ( IH,I ),, E N increases. It follows from the hypothesis that this 
sequence converges and, therefore, is a Cauchy sequence. From (2.3) again 
the sequence ( HxO),, E N is itself a Cauchy sequence in the space 
(D-‘mf”, I I ). Now let C be a bounded open interval containing K. From 
the stability property of the theorem we have 
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In other words, the sequence (H,),,, is a Cauchy sequence in the 
Sobolev space W,(C). Putting these two results together (HXJneN is thus 
a Cauchy sequence in W,, , (C). It follows that this sequence converges in 
w m+ i( C) to an element denoted g, which, by the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem, is in V”(C). By the Sobolev imbedding theorem again, the 
sequence (Hxn L, E N also converges in E(rn. C). Since, by our theorem, this 
sequence converges to H, in E(rn, C), we deduce that g,= H,. Thus 
H’,“+“EP”(C). 
We remark now that Hp+“(.u) =0 for x6 inf,,,z and ,~>sup~~~;. 
Thus HS;“+‘)E~‘~([W); that is, HK~D-‘m+l’. 
The minimisation property must now be proved. From (2.3) we have 
IfI’= IW,12+ If-&$ 
Thus, for n -+ m, Ifl’ = 1 H,12 + If- H,I *, that is, (H,I 6 Ifl. 
Remark. This proposition can also be established in a form which is 
not so close to approximation theory: For K infinite (there is nothing new 
to prove in the other case) we can write Iw- K= UIIEN ]a,,, b,,[ where 
Llg= -x, aR E K for n #O 
b,= +x, b,eK for n#l 
(this union is countable because R has a countable dense subset). 
ForfED-““+” and A a measurable subset of [w let 
Ifl, := jA (f’“+‘)(S))2dMK ( > I’?. 
Thus 
lf12= VI’,= IfIX+ f IflS,,,b,c. 
?I=0 
Since Tf extends T, f (m+ " and H’,“+” coincide on K. It follows that 
1 f 1 K = (H,I K. Since H, and H,,n. b.C coincide on ]a,, b,[ (see the Remark 
following the theorem), we have 
IHKI lo.. 6°C = IHa”. b.I lo.. b,[. 
From (2.3) in restriction to ]a,, b,,[ we have 
-Illus If I ]a.. M 2 lH,I la.. h,~. The result follows. 
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Final Remark. The functions (polynomials resp.) of this article need not 
have their range (their coefficients resp.) in R. They can have their range 
(their coefficients resp.) in any Banach space (any Hilbert space for the 
minimisation property): the same statements and proofs hold. 
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